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More than just a newsletter...
In this issue
Pg 3

Annual Military CIS
Conference - MilCIS 2007
20 - 22 November

Colleagues,
Welcome to the 3rd edition of the AS/NZ Chapter newsletter and thank you to
those who went out of their way to provide feedback on the previous editions.
These comments have been used by Georgia and Carmen to massage the
newsletter to better meet your needs.

Pg 4

Simulation activities
using Gateway and
Tactical Digital
Information Links

To ensure we provide our members with the absolute best newsletter with a
diverse range of views and topics, we encourage submission of articles from
defence and industry. The distribution of this newsletter expands each month
and of course it is respected and well read by our international colleagues in
the TDL world – so remember this is an excellent opportunity to get your news
broadcast.

Pg 6

Small tactical Link-16
terminals for the
disadvantaged

This is your newsletter and ongoing suggestions as to its content and structure
are welcome. A couple of suggestions have arrived regarding the possibility
of inserting a regular section on profiles of key members of the Chapter and a
question/discussion section.

Pg 7

Commercial Products &
Tactical Data

Pg 9

NETWARS ADO - Program
update - March 2007

Since our last edition, there has been considerable work to formally register
the Chapter as a “Not for Profit” organisation and form the IDLS 2008
Management Team, who have commenced planning in earnest. More
details are provided in the Chapter Update.
We hope you enjoy the newsletter.
Gary Moran & Jock McManus
Co-chairs IDL Soc AS/NZ Chapter

IDL Soc Australia & New
Zealand Chapter update
May 2007 will see a busy month for the AS/NZ Chapter
with the upcoming Chapter Event, a visit from the
Chairman of IDL Soc, voting for a new Events Coordinator
and further planning for IDLS2008.
Please don’t hesitate to contact the Chapter Secretariat for
further details or to find out how you can get involved.
In other news, Jock attended the 10th NATO TDL
Symposium recently in Calpe (Spain), and presented the
ADF Approach to TDL Management. This presentation
was well received and generated considerable discussion
about the importance of getting the governance of
Information Systems implementation correct.
The IDLS 2008 Project Management Plan (PMP) was tabled
at the IDL Society General Committee (GC) meeting held
27 March, also in Calpe. The PMP has been endorsed by
the GC and we are now in full planning mode.
The next IDLS 2008 planning meeting will be convened
during May – details will be published shortly.
The next Chapter event is intended to coincide with the
CCIB in May. The event will include an informal meeting
and dinner, formal invitations will be sent out shortly.
A big thank you to Barry Neame our Events Coordinator
for all his hard work over the past six months. Due to
unforseen circumstances Barry can no longer fulfil his role.
Thanks again Barry!
If you would like any additional information regarding the
topics discussed in the Chapter Update, please contact
the Chapter Secretariat:
Carmen O’keefe
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18 May

Fleetmobile Integrated Comms Sydney

21 May

Command & Control Introperability
Board 07-1 (CCIB) - Sydney

21 May

Military Data Links & Situational
Awareness - London

4 Jun

SimTecT 2007 - Improving Capability
and Competitiveness - Brisbane

10 Jun

2007 International Symposium on
Antennas & Propagation - Hawaii

11 Jun

Defence Network Centric Operations,
Alexandria, VA

20 Aug

Defence & Industry 2007 - Adelaide

16 Oct

IDLS 2007 - Washington

22 Oct

Land Warfare Conference 2007 Adelaide

15 Oct

Command & Control Interoperability
Board 07-2 (CCIB) - Hawaii

20 Nov

MilCIS 2007 - Annual Military CIS
Conference - Canberra

29 Jan

Pacific 2008 - Sydney

IDLS 2008 THEME

61 2 6266 0849
61 405 623 292
carmen.okeefe@defence.gov.au
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Annual Military CIS Conference MilCIS2007 20-22 November 2007
Dr Mike Ryan
School of Information & Electrical Engineering
UNSW - Australian Defence Force Academy
The University of New South Wales is
pleased to announce MilCIS, which is an
annual military CIS conference aimed at attendees from
military and government organisations, academia, and
defence industry, who contribute to key decisions in
investments in military communications and information
systems. In addition to keynote presentations, technical
presentations, panel discussions and tutorials, MilCIS
features an exposition that provides an opportunity for
exhibitors to demonstrate new technologies and
promote their products and services to attendees. MilCIS
is the only Australian conference focusing directly on
the crucial technologies, products, systems and services
associated with military communications and information
systems. The inaugural MilCIS conference, (MilCIS2007),
is to be held 20-22 November 2007 at the National
Convention Centre, Canberra. Amongst other issues,
MilCIS2007 will address the major theme “NCW - Realising
the Vision”.
General Dynamics Systems Australia are the conference
Platinum Sponsor and Thales Australia are a Gold Sponsor.
The MilCIS 2007 program committee is working with CDE,
CIOG, and DMO to develop plenary sessions on each of
the three days of the conference. Planning is underway
to define the parallel sessions (tutorials and papers) in
the afternoons. A call for papers has recently been issued
with papers to be submitted by 26 June 2007. Papers are
sought for oral presentation on all aspects of military
communications and information systems, especially
those focusing on the conference themes. All papers
will be refereed (on the full paper). All accepted refereed
papers will be published as conference proceedings in
CDROM format. Hard-bound copies of paper abstracts
will be published in the conference program. Authors of
selected papers will be invited to publish their paper in a
special edition of the Journal of Battlefield Technology.

»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Command support systems
Network architectures
Routing and protocols
IPv6 migration
Network management
Tactical data links
Wireless technologies
Modelling and analysis
Evolving and future technologies

The exhibition will be open to conference delegates
throughout the conference, but will be also open (via free
registration) to any Defence member on the afternoons
of the first two days of the conference. It is planned to
provide a bus to facilitate desk officers (if they are not
conference delegates) attending the exhibition from
Russell Offices.
In addition to the exhibition in the exhibition hall, the
NCW demonstration put together by Defence and
Defence Industry will be on show throughout the
conference in the ballroom upstairs.
The MilCIS2007 organising committee look forward to
seeing you in Canberra in November. More information
can be found at the conference web site
www.milcis.com.au or the conference organiser:
Barry Neame
Consec - Conference Management
PO Box 3127
BMDC ACT 2617
Telephone: 02 6251 0675
Facsimile: 02 6251 0672

MilCIS2007 conference themes will address:
» Operational concepts
» Information management
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Simulation activities using gateway and tactical
digital information links
Arthur Filippidis, Steve Blandford, Kate Foster,
* Gary Moran

reference [1], involves investigation of the applicability
of data link gateway technology within the Seahawk
MST. The purpose was to investigate the feasibility of
introducing a modern data link into Seahawk without
a rewrite of the aircraft’s mission system software. As
part of this investigation, a Rosetta module supporting
a subset of the existing “Barracuda” Helicopter Data Link
(HDL) was developed.

Air Operations Division
Defence Science and Technology Organisation
* Tactical Information Exchange Integration Office
Introduction
Under the auspices of the Air Platform Connectivity
Research Task Air 05/086, novel gateway, Tactical Digital
Information Link (TADIL) and Network Centric Warfare
simulation activities involving Australian Defence Force
(ADF) platforms and Mission System Test-beds (MSTs) are
currently in progress in the Air Operations Division (AOD)
of the Defence Science and Technology Organisation
(DSTO). In depth details of these activities can be obtained
from the DSTO Technical report DSTO-TR-1918 [1]. Several
TADIL activities in 2005 involved investigations using the
Rosetta Data Link Gateway product from Rockwell Collins
(RC) and Northrop Grumman’s Dual Link Simulator with
Extended Capability. An overview of Airborne Mission
System’s contribution to the Variable Messaging Format
demonstration at the 2005 International Data Link
Symposium (IDLS) is also discussed in the report.
Overview of the DSTO Technical Report [1]
In 2005, several TADIL activities were conducted in the
Airborne System Connectivity Environment Laboratory
(ASCEL) of the Mission System Research Centre (MSRC)
in AOD which involved the application of the Rosetta
Gateway and the Dual Link Simulator with Extended
Capabilities (DLS-EC). The Rosetta Gateway has the
potential to solve some of the TADIL interoperability and
operational issues on current and future ADF platforms.
The DSTO report in reference [1] describes the application
and integration of the Rosetta Gateway and the DLS-EC as
part of the TADIL subsystem of the Airborne Early Warning
& Control Aircraft (AEW&C) Mission System Test-bed (MST)
being developed in the MSRC. In order to achieve the
integration of the Rosetta Gateway with the AEW&C MST,
a Rosetta client was developed to obtain information from
a Rosetta server to populate the MST with track data.
The Seahawk MST TADIL activity described in the report of
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The report [1] also briefly describes the DSTO AOD
contribution to the VMF demonstration at the 2005 IDLS
organised by the Tactical Information Exchange
Integration Office (TIE-IO), and the lessons learnt
through communicating with the other simulation
participants using link messages.
A trial exercise in the report [1] (refer to Figure 1)
described the incorporation into the tactical display of
the AEW&C and Seahawk MST tracks reported as Link-16
and Link-11 tracks respectively, which interacted with
link messages from internally scripted tracks. These
internally scripted tracks may be depicted as surface,
air or ground and may be assigned as hostile, friendly
or neutral. In the more distant future, the TADIL Wide
Area Network (WAN) soon to become operational to
DSTO will allow the above simulation on the DLS-EC to
interact in real-time with real ADF platforms using their
link networks. This activity also supports a future Net
Warrior simulation exercise to connect external
synthetic environments to the MSTs in the MSRC
using the DLS-EC and Rosetta.
Please refer to Figure 1 overleaf.
Report Summary and Conclusion
In Summary link translator technology has shown
promise for enabling legacy data links to become
interoperable with other Australian platforms. Link
translator technology has also proven useful as a TADIL
simulator for investigating mission system integration
issues. Whilst link translator work in the MSRC has
focused on the RC Rosetta product, other link translators
will be evaluated in the future.
Limited work on the AEW&C MST has shown the Rosetta
Real-Time Query Language (RQL) interface to be
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TERMINAL

HOST

Tactical
Display

Link 16
Network

DLS - EC
Simulated Tactical
Information from
Sensors
AOD Airborne
Systems
Connectivity
Environment
Laboratory

Link - 16
Link - 11

CCD
Simulated Link - 16
Network

Link - 16

Link - 16, or
Link - 11 using
Cielo Interface

JMMTIDS
Rosetta Data Link
Management System

flexible, as the Rosetta client can be
programmed in any computer
AEW & C and
language that supports the COM/
Seahawk MST
DCOM interface. In the near future
the AEW&C MST, like other simulators in the Net Warrior
exercises, will be involved with scripted platforms on the
DLS-EC by passing link data using Rosetta.
The report [1] described feasibility testing in the ASCEL
using Rosetta to translate the Seahawk HDL to Link-11.
The advantage of data link translator based solutions is
that they do not modify the Seahawk Tactical Data
System (TDS) from an operator’s point of view, hence
there are minimal requirements for re-training or for the
production of documentation. Furthermore, inclusion
of this technology does not impair the existing HDL
capability. An advantage of the gateway system is
the wide variety of remote access techniques that are
available using commercial infrastructure. Clients
attached to gateways using TCP/IP over satellites, phone
lines, Ethernet or tactical radios are feasible leading the
way for future Tactical Internet and NCW exercises. In the
future, link translators such as Rosetta have the potential
to convert HDL to Link-16 or VMF. A Link-16 capability
would provide operational advantages over Link-11 for
the portrayal of targets, threats and friendly forces on a
simple relative position display.
The simulation configuration shown in Figure 1 has the
advantage of being flexible and easy to expand. The
simulation exercise has started with the DLS-EC as a host
and the CCD emulating a TADIL terminal simulating a Link16 network. The simulation can be extended within the
MSRC by using the Rosetta Gateway to interface tracks
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TADILS
WAN
Figure 1: Shows the DLS-EC and CCD
simulating the tactical display of one
platform and a Link-16 terminal on
another platform. Rosetta connects to the
MSTs, and the CCD connects to other
external simulators using the TADIL WAN.

from the Seahawk and AEW&C MSTs. Once again the
ternal simulators and real ADF platforms using the TADIL
WAN connection through the CCD. This will allow us to
log, monitor, receive and send in real-time TADIL tracks
and messages during ADF joint exercises. It will also allow
us to monitor link messages for new platforms, such as
the AEW&C when delivered, during their evaluation and
testing phases (using link messages sent from the East
Regional Operational Centre at Williamtown).
During pre-integration testing in Canberra for the IDLS-05
VMF demonstration it was noticed that there were some
shortcomings observed in the Seahawk HDL to SAAB
Systems Combat Management System (CMS) Link-11
interface. These were resolved by us at DSTO together
with SAAB, Rockwell Collins and CIELO engineers in the
ASCEL in late December 2005 during the pre-testing
phase of the Seahawk HDL.
The use of the DLS-EC and Rosetta in exercises such as Net
Warrior will enhance the capability to simulate realistic
TADILs scenarios in joint environments. This will provide
simulations that can more realistically simulate hardware
and software performances in the MSRC. It will also allow
us to evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of
different Australian-Coalition Link-16 network designs
using different scenarios. Future NCW experiments such
as Net Warrior will help us understand the potential
benefits of gateways, and how ADF platforms fit into the
future Global Information Grid with coalition forces.
[1] A. Filippidis, S. Blandford, K. Foster, Gary Moran, “Simulation Activities
using Gateway and Tactical Digital Links”, DSTO-TR-1918, 2006, Technical
Report, DSTO library, PO Box 1500 Edinburgh, South Australia 5111, ph:
08 8259 5555.
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Small tactical Link-16 terminals are becoming
available to make the disadvantaged users less
disadvantaged
Dr. Peter Camana and Mr. Peter Weissmann
ViaSat
Link-16 has become a Datalink of choice:
Link-16 has been adopted by many armed forces in
the world as the datalink to provide interoperable
Situation Awareness (SA) and Command and Control
(C2)information to and from frontline air and surface
platforms. Worldwide, over 4000 platforms are
equipped with one of the various types of terminals.
These platforms are provided with a highly anti-jam,
robust Line-of-Sight (LOS) network that strengthens
interoperability by using strictly defined TADIL-J format
(per MIL-STD-6016 and STANAG 5516) messages
(and Voice for some terminal types). Joint Tactical
Information Distribution System (JTIDS), Fighter Data
Link (FDL), Multi-functional Information Distribution
System-Low Volume Terminal (MIDS-LVT) and URQ-138
radio terminals have all been designed for platforms
which have a good LOS visibility and have a large
amount of data to transmit to and/or receive from
the network.
The proliferation of these terminals beyond the
frontline platforms to the disadvantaged users “at the
edge” has been inhibited by the size, weight, power
and price of the terminals designed for the frontline
platforms. The disadvantaged users at the edge, such
as weapons, helicopters or mounted/dismounted
Air Defense units, don’t have the sensor centric
information exchange requirements or the long range
LOS visibility. Thus their needs don’t match the designs
of the existing terminals. For this class of user, the
need is for reception of C2 and Local SA messages
with only limited location reporting and C2 response
transmissions. For these environments, users are
requesting Link-16 terminals that are a fraction of the
size, weight, power and price of the Frontline Platform
terminals available today.
Users are planning to buy edge Link-16 terminals:
Weapon systems are looking at datalink terminals to
allow in-flight retargeting and redirection in order to
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effectively prosecute moving targets in the highly
dynamic environment that the battlefield has become.
Small Diameter Bomb (SDB II), Joint Stand-off Missile
(JASSM) are all at various stages of procuring and
integrating datalinks for their C2 needs and Link-16
is one of the primary links being used. Helicopter
users have specified that the SA and C2 available
on the Link-16 Network is needed for attack and
reconnaissance missions and some have even
incorporated today’s larger terminals (Lynx and
LAMPS are examples). Finally the more mobile ground
Air Defense units have begun to address the need for
low latency reception of the Air Picture SA from the
Link-16 network. The SLAMRAAM (Surface Launched
Advanced Medium Range Air-to-Air Missile) has
demonstrated the advantages of the direct reception
of the Air Picture using existing terminals for reduction
of fratricide as well as lower latency targeting.
The technology is available to solve the needs:
Technology has advanced in the area of RF, Crypto,
power management and processing components such
that Link-16 can be provided to these disadvantaged
platforms (making them much less disadvantaged)
in small, lightweight and low cost packages. Rockwell
Collins and ViaSat have both announced
developments of small Link-16 terminals (smaller
than 100 cubic inches/1600 cc) for these markets. The
ViaSat Small Tactical terminal (STT) takes full advantage
of the reduced LOS available to these users (low to the
ground or short range) and the reduced transmit duty
cycle to provide a Link-16 terminal that is less than 60
cubic inches/1000 cc. It draws less than 50 watts of
power from the power starved batteries/generators of
these users, while still providing full reception of the
Link-16 Network information and Transmission of a full
50 watt strong pulse signal. It takes advantage of the
advances in power management circuitry and high
processing speeds to manage the consumption and
transmission of that power. These techniques also
contribute to the ability of the terminal to create the
very clean signal needed to meet operations in
the L-Band Aeronautical Radio Navigation band of
operation, a concern for terminals in the past.
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Commercial Products
and Tactical Data
David Horton
Cisco
“0A this is 21B. Contact, wait out “. A LOCSTAT is
transmitted automatically. Enemy locations are
downloaded from a remote sensor. Possible firing
solutions are loaded into the weapon system computer.
The Commander is presented with all the information he
needs to make a decision of whether to engage or not.

Figure 1 The ViaSat Small Tactical Terminal in a Round
Weapon Format
Once the Link-16 function is reduced to these small
sizes, the obvious next question is if it can fit into
some existing box on the platform so as to save on the
radio infrastructure overhead (power supply, cooling,
interfaces etc). The ViaSat STT is partitioned with this in
mind so that integration into other systems is not only
possible, but convenient. This does open up the issue
of certification at the system level of the upgraded
box with the appropriate crypto certification agencies
(such as NSA or DSD).
Network Centric Warfare (NCW) has the prospect of
being enhanced considerably with recent ViaSat
developments and successful aircraft trials of an IP over
Link 16 capability using existing MIDS terminals and RF
infrastructure. This opens the way for connectivity to
external networks such as the NIPRNET/SPIRNET (DRN/
DSN in Australia) for monitoring of aircraft systems,
access to external databases and/or email or chat
messaging. This capability is also available on the
ViaSat STT.
The Small Tactical Terminal is opening up the Link-16
Network to users who have never been able to
participate before. By providing a pathway to Network
Centric Warfare the STT becomes the Information
Gateway to Situation Awareness and Command and
Control that will greatly improve the visibility and
effectiveness of these edge users. This will reduce Air
Defense fratricide and increase mission effectiveness
with the access to this information in the fast moving
battlefield we are seeing today and in the future.
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The vast majority of Cisco’s US$28 billion revenue and
54,000 staff are working on products that carry Internet
Protocol (IP) traffic around the globe: both commercial
carriers and internal military traffic. So what has Cisco,
and other commercial technology companies, got to do
with Tactical Data? How far does IP reach out to the war
fighters in tanks, planes, ships and even those patrolling
on foot?
Cisco Systems was founded in 1984 by a small group
of computer scientists from Stanford University. The
multi-protocol router that they invented became
critical to the Internet and catapulted the company into
the mainstream. Since 2001 though, Cisco has had
a particular focus on military and national security
applications. This lead to the formation of the Global
Defence Space and Security Group (GDSS), working on
solutions such as routing in space, type 1 cryptographic
solutions, IPv6, IP for tactical applications, and Network
Centric Warfare (NCW).
In February 2005, the Australian Defence Organisation
issued a policy mandating a transition to IPv6 by 2013.
At the IPv6 Summit at the end of 2005, Air Commodore
David Richards clarified that he expected all but a few
‘legacy’ systems in the Defence Information Environment
(DIE) to have transitioned by that date. He went further
by stating that “IPv6 will be an important enabler for
information sharing amongst future war fighters”1. The
implication for the Tactical Information Environment (TIE)
was further clarified at the Defence + Industry Conference
in mid-2006 when AIRCDRE Richards placed on the record
Defence’s vision to eventually push IP out to the very edge
of Defence’s network: to every soldier, airman and sailor;
along with the sensor and weapons platforms that they
employ.
It is the new capabilities Defence is able to leverage from
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IPv6 that are driving this extension to the network edge.
Indeed, Cisco is currently deeply involved with Defence’s
IPv6 Lab (TIPSTEEL) in the Tactical Information Exchange
Integration Office (TIE IO). Mobility is targeted as one example of where IPv6 can enhance Defence’s capability as
stated by AIRCDRE Richards in his 2006 presentation: “The
large address space, inbuilt security and mobility functions
offered IPv6 will be an important enabler for information
sharing amongst future war fighters in this type of
warfare.”2

This vision of ‘IP to the edge’ is an appropriate endstate,
but there will obviously have to be a long period of
interoperability with tactical data formats such as Link11,
Link 16 and (Variable Message Format) VMF in order to
achieve NCW where information can be routed from
sensor, through the decision maker, to the shooter
without having to retype or export data leading to a
greater potential to introduce life-threatening errors. To
date, Cisco has participated in a proof of concept inside
the TIE IOs VMF laboratory demonstrating encapsulation
of Tactical data Link (TDL) traffic. Further, Cisco
technology is able to intelligently route TDL traffic
encapsulated within an IP network based on its content
using Application Oriented Networking (AON). An
example could be a FLASH VMF message sent from a
soldier, which is routed at the highest priority on
Defence’s IP network due to AON deep packet inspection
of the payload.
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There are other important means of transporting
tactical data in use today: most importantly, voice. The
last two years has seen the demise of the tradition
analogue PABX with emergence of Voice over IP (VoIP).
Today VoIP is widely used throughout UK and US
deployed forces and back in the garrison. Australia is
also taking advantage of this technology more and
more, especially in deployed and secure networks. In
an analogous situation to the TDL example cited above,
Defence is also using Cisco’s Land Mobile Radio gateway
to integrate Radio Frequency (RF) traffic across the VoIP
network. The increase in capability is staggering with
integrated communications possible from the highest
office in the country direct to an individual deployed
on operations overseas; across a coalition; or in nonconventional operations such as integration of police,
military and non-Government Organisation (NGO) radio
networks in a humanitarian relief mission.

The fusion of RF, VoIP with video conferencing,
teleconferencing, Unified Messaging (integration of
email and voicemail), presence and chat are together
referred to as Unified Communications. This allows war
fighters seamless communication with selection of the
most appropriate means of collaboration depending on
the recipient’s capability and preference. It also allows all
traffic to be captured for evidentiary reporting.
The only remaining question is, “How robust are
Commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) products?” Recent
deployments have shown that COTS performs surprisingly
well in harsh operation scenarios as evidenced by these
photographs of working equipment. Much of this is due
to the convergence of military specifications (mil-spec)
and the rigorous demands of commercial organisations,
especially as devices are deployed in cars and ships, on
wrists and around waists, and even into space. Many
devices are now Network Equipment Building Systems
(NEBS) Level 3 Compliant which strict specifications
include vibration, RF emissions and fire suppression.
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As a result, the AEGIS combat system selected for the
Air Warfare Destroyer has at its heart Cisco network
equipment. Cisco has also developed ruggedised
products such as the Mobile Access Router (MAR) which is
submersible to 3 metres and used in Armoured Vehicles to
manage internal and external communications. Similarly,
the requirement for security certification such as Common
Criteria transcends military customers. This has driven
Cisco to have certified more products against Common
Criteria than any other vendor in any industry.
‘IP to the edge’ is a key component of Defence’s NCW
strategy; however as this concept is realised, there is
the need to interoperate with Tactical Data; not only
by opaquely encapsulating such data, but being able to
inspect and make intelligent decisions based on the
payload. Likewise, encapsulating RF voice traffic over
VoIP provides an excellent transition from analogue radio
to digital.
With US$17 billion in cash and investments, Defence can
be confident that Cisco will be around to help implement
its vision of NCW. Furthermore, Cisco will continue to lead
the industry with more than US$4 billion invested last
financial year alone on research and development.
Notes from AIRCDRE Dave Richards talk at IPv6 Summit 2005
http://www.isoc-au.org.au/ipv6summit05/Slides/DRichardsIPv6.doc.
2
Ibid P2
1

A NETWARS Pilot Project was conducted in 2006
within the Australian Defence Organisation (ADO) to
demonstrate the applicability of NETWARS as a
military communications modelling and simulation
tool that could potentially provide significant benefit
in communications planning and analysis for the ADO.
The Pilot Project confirmed that NETWARS (given the
tool’s current capability, and the level of exposure and
evaluation of NETWARS within Defence) had great
potential to support Defence Chief Information Officer
(CIOG) imperatives including Communications and
Information Systems (CIS) Operational and Capacity
planning (particularly at the Strategic and Operational
planning levels). It was also recognised that NETWARS
has potential utility in Defence’s Capability
Development, and Modelling and Simulation (M&S)
and Experimentation domains. Though the focus of
the Pilot Project was to evaluate NETWARS as a
stand-alone tool, the validity of using NETWARS in
concert with OPNET for a number of ADO applications
became very apparent.
Further, the Pilot helped to establish a base level of
knowledge and expertise in the use of NETWARS
through the acquisition of a number of licences and
training of 21 ADO personnel including Servicemen,
APS and Industry contractors.
2007 Initiatives

NETWARS ADO
Program Update –
March 2007

Momentum gained from the 2006 Pilot Project has
ensured the continuation of the NETWARS initiative
into 2007, remaining under the management of the
Tactical Information Exchange Integration Office
(TIEIO). Activities will be coupled with exploration
about the combined utility and benefits of NETWARS
and OPNET.

Tracey Gaudry
TIE Integration Office
2006 ADO Pilot Project Outcomes
Network Warfare Simulation (NETWARS) is the United
States Joint Chiefs of Staff standard for modelling
military communication systems. It is a desktop
software application based on Optimised Network
Engineering Tool (OPNET), that provides modelling
and simulation capabilities for measuring and
assessing the information flow through the strategic,
operational, and tactical military communications
networks.
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In the first instance, specific projects will address
current issues within the ADO’s Capacity and
Operational planning domains, including:
» Development of a detailed network model of
military deployed networks, and validating the model
using communications data gathered from the live
network. This activity will:
» Enable detailed assessment of, and
improvements in the performance of
military deployed networks
» Provide tangible operational and financial
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Contacts

benefits to the ADO
» Provide a baseline deployed network model
to support future operational planning
» Using OPNET to improve/create new models of
priority AUS equipments compatible for use in both
NETWARS and OPNET.

Gary Moran
Co-chair Defence - IDL Soc AS/NZ Chapter

The Project Team also intends to explore the utility of
NETWARS and OPNET in supporting ADO Capability
Development domain CIS issues.
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Following further proof-of-concept activities, a
Business Plan for a Defence NETWARS/OPNET Program
will be prepared. The Business Plan will importantly
address the role of industry in supporting such an
ongoing NETWARS/OPNET initiative.

Jock McManus
Co-chair Industry- IDL Soc AS/NZ Chapter
P
M
E

Contacts
For more information, please contact:

61 2 6266 0734
61 410 610 238
gary.moran@defence.gov.au

61 2 6267 0218
61 412 218 556
jock.mcmanus@saabsystems.com.au

Carmen O’Keefe
Secretariat - IDL Soc AS/NZ Chapter

Ms Tracey Gaudry
NETWARS Manager
Telephone: +61 (0)2 62660740
Email: tracey.gaudry@defence.gov.au
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or

61 2 6266 0849
61 405 623 292
carmen.okeefe@defence.gov.au

Georgia Miles
Newsletter Editor - IDL Soc AS/NZ Chapter

Mr Andrew Shegog
NETWARS Technical Lead
Telephone: +61 (0)2 62660787
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Disclaimer: The articles contained within
this newsletter represent the views and
opinions of the individual authors and
not the views of the ADF and the
Australian Industry as a whole.
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